Heliconic Solos to Soccer title

By Glenn Brownstein

The Greeks advanced to the final after defeating the fourth-ranked Math team, 64-20, the previous day, with their center half, Ted Boushous G, and center forward, Chris Kovacs G, dominating play and scoring two goals.

Hellenic scored quickly on two corner kicks with Boushous at the top of the area. The Greeks added a penalty kick for a second goal from the same spot.

The final tally, late in the second half, resulted from a penalty kick from Cohen, who scored.

The strong Hellenic offense caused the Aero/Senior House team to fall back on defense, taking advantage of opportunities and scoring two goals.

The championship game, however, featured only minutes of Greek-dominated soccer. At the outset of each half, Hellenic scored quickly on excellent crossing passes by their new midfielders, Chris Tang '72 and MacGregor '74. The final tally, late in the second half, resulted from a penalty kick from Cohen, who scored.
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